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  FAMILY EDUCATION: 
"

       Help'her'identify'one'or''
''''''''two'solid'support'persons.'
$$$$$$$$Ask$her$to$bring$them$to$appts.$
•  Listen$$to$her$.$Believe$her.$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$
•  Reassure$her$–$but$do$not$patronize.$
•  If$poor$$appetite$:$$small,$healthy$snacks$frequently.$
•  Stay$hydrated$–$especially$if$nursing.$
•  Walk$in$fresh$air$everyday.$
•  Address$sleep$concerns.$
•  Assist$with$other$children$and$household$chores$to$
decrease$feelings$of$being$overwhelmed.$$$
•  Assist$with$finding$professional$help$and$support$groups$
&$getting$to$these$appointments.$
•  FacilitateK$but$do$not$forceK$relationship$with$the$baby."""
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Some$basics:$
!  Avoid$reduced$fat$&$fat$free$food$

choices$
!  Be$sure$to$have$a$balanced$meals$

and$snacks$that$include$a$protein$
(choosemyplate.gov)$

!  Avoid$highly$processed$foods$
!  Multivitamins$and$supplements$can$

provide$“nutrition$insurance”$when$
taken$in$conjunction$with$wellK
balance$diet$

!  Any$history$of$an$Eating$Disorder$or$
current$symptomatology$must$be$
addressed$with$appropriate$
interventions$



! Increasing$research$addressing$the$
protective$effects$that$Omega$3s$
provide$against$depression$and$
anxiety$

! Some$new$research$addressing$
Mg$and$anxietyK$still$in$early$
phases$

!  Foods$rich$in$antioxidants$(list)$
help$to$maintain$cell$health$$

!  Remaining$hydrated$(WATER!$
WATER!$WATER!)$is$necessary$to$
keep$the$body’s$system$running$
properly$($60%$of$body$is$waterK$
so$if$your$water$balance$is$off$$60$
%$of$your$functioning$is$off).$$
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SLEEP 
! Sleep$is$crucial$for$most$mental$processes.$Lack$

of$sleep$affects$a$person$mentally,$physically$
and$emotionally$

! Insomnia$and$depression$can$have$a$reciprocal$
effect,$with$one$exacerbating$the$other.$

! Decreased$need$for$sleep$or$“optimal”$
functioning$while$sleepKdeprived$can$be$a$red$
flag$of$a$biKpolar$disorder.$

! Good$sleep$habits$and$scheduled$help$with$
night$time$feedings$are$essential$to$more$
healthful$sleep.$$

! There$are$supplements(melatonin,$valerian,$
tryptophan),$as$well$as$prescription$
medications,$that$can$help$reestablish$normal$
sleep$cycles.$ The$Artemis$Center$for$Guidance$$$www.artemisguidance.com$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$



WHEN IS SLEEP A PROBLEM? 

! It$is$normal$to$have$less$
sleep$than$usual$with$an$
infant$in$the$house$

! Are$sleep$issues$related$
to$baby’s$needs,$mom’s$
health$or$emotions$$or$
something$else?$

! Clinicians$need$to$know$
the$right$questions$to$
ask$
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Exercise 
! Moderate$to$rigorous$exercise$releases$endorphins$

meant$to$reduce$the$pain$caused$by$physical$stress$
on$the$body$>>>overtime$and$with$consistent$
exercise,$the$body$begins$to$produce$extra$
endorphins$even$at$rest.$

! Endorphins$are$natural$pain$killers$and$
antidepressants$released$by$the$body$

! Establishing$a$regular$exercise$routine$contributes$
to$good$physical,$emotional$and$mental$health.$$

! Studies$have$shown$consistently$that$regular$
exercise$contributes$to$an$increase$in$selfKesteem,$
body$image,$selfKworth$and$a$decrease$in$symptoms$
of$depression$and$anxiety$$

! Exercise$for$a$pregnant$or$new$mom$needs$to$be$
realistic$and$take$into$account$any$physical$
restrictions$
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Find Simple Ways Everyday 
to Reconnect with Nature 
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Restorative (Fresh Air) Factors 
$

! All$those$things$that$are$recoup$the$essentials$of$human$
well$being$and$help$bring$a$person$back$to$balance$and$
wellness$
! Acupuncture/Acupressure$
! Aromatherapy$
! Ecotherapy$
! Horticultural$Therapy$
! Meditation$
! Reiki$
! Therapeutic$use$of$magnets$or$crystals$
! Sunlamps$(esp$effective$for$SAD)$$
! Music$and$Natural$Sounds$$
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Ecotherapy 
!  “Wilderness$is$not$a$luxury$but$a$

necessity$of$the$human$spirit,$and$is$as$
vital$to$our$lives$as$water$and$good$
bread.”$

KEdward"Abbey"
$

!  Humans$lived$in$concert$with$nature$for$
thousands$of$years;$being$deprived$of$
something$that$has$been$an$integral$
part$of$the$human$experience$for$so$
long$contributes$to$human$depression$

K$Richard"Louv"has"written"several"books"that"
delineate"the"vital"connection"between"humans"and"

the"natural"world"
"



INSTILLING 
PROTECTIVE 
MEASURES                                                                                                                               
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GETTING TO KNOW YOUR NEW TINY FAMILY MEMBER 
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A New Parents’ Survival Guide from  

DR. KARP  
The Top Ten Tips for Parents of New Babies  

  

 

  

All new parents know if you ask five people for their advice, you’ll get ten different  
opinions. Here is my list of sanity-‐saving survival tips to help you endure the challenges  
of your baby’s first months.  
  
1. Trust Yourself: You Are the Latest in the Unbroken Chain of the World’s Top  
Parents  
Most new parents alternate between feeling like a major-‐league pro and an inept roo
kie.  
But, always remember: You are part of an unbroken chain of successful parents that  
stretches all the way back to the beginning of time!  
Trust your feelings and relax, all your baby needs right now is milk and your nourishing  
love.  
  
2. Lower Your Expectations  
Many pregnant couples today have never even touched a newborn, yet they expect to  
automatically know what to do the moment their baby is born. Another little-‐told truth  
about becoming a parent is that many new moms and dads don’t feel smitten right  
away. Falling in love might take a little time.  
Also, your hormonal rollercoaster often leads to forgetfulness. And, ditziness is made  
ten times worse by exhaustion. Clear thinking is tough in the face of sleep deprivation.  
So be patient and kind to yourself.  
  
3. Accept All the Help You Can Get  
Never in history were a mother and a father expected to care for their baby all by  
themselves. Get help and don’t feel guilty about asking -‐ or paying -‐ for it. Lean on your  
support network to help take care of you—you’ll pay it back later.  
  
4. Get Your Priorities Straight: Should You Take a Break or Do the Dishes?  
Addressing baby announcements and retuning phone calls is NOT your top job. Don’t  
try to do too much and remember to rest. Fatigue can make you depressed, irritable,  
and distort your view of the world like a fun-‐house mirror. So please get some rest!  
  
5. Be Flexible: It’s Better to Bend Than to Snap  
The universal bumper sticker of parenthood says, “Be flexible…or die!”  

The$Happiest$Baby$on$the$Block$



PERSONAL WELLNESS PLAN 
& TOOLS 
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At#least#8#glasses#of#
water/day#

Nutritionally#
balanced#
snacks/meals!

Fresh#air!

Min#15#minutes#
exercise/day!

Prescribed#
medications/vitamin#
or#mineral#
supplement!

Identify#one#or#two#
core#support#people!

Adjust#schedule#and#
help#to#allow#for#
adequate#sleep#

Identify#practical#
ways#to#connect#
with#natural#world#
on#daily#basis#

Consult#professional#
when#struggling#to#
acquired#desired#
level#of#wellness#

!
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POINTS TO REMEMBER 
•  Perinatal$Mood$Disorders$are$common$and$$frequently$

undetected$yet$treatable$illness.$

$

•  Protective$measures$can$help$a$woman$avoid$suffering$from$
or$greatly$reduce$the$length$and$severity$of$PNMD$

$

•  Key$to$expeditious$recovery$is$early$identification$of$risk$&$
timely$and$appropriate$intervention.$

$

•  Cultural$competency$and$sensitivity$to$client$vulnerabilities$
are$essential.$

$

•  Patient$education,$Wellness$Planning$and$mobilization$of$
support$systems$helps$with$healthier$outcomes.$

•  Clinicians$need$to$be$wellKinformed$on$aspects$of$General$
Wellness$and$have$dependable$resources$available$for$
clients.$
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QUESTION 
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ANSWER 
SEGMENT 
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